CONTRACT BETWEEN COMPOSER AND PRODUCER
DATE of agreement_________ Film Title: “________________________________”
Name of Composer: ______________________ Herein after known as the Composer.
Address of composer: ___________________________________________________
Email of composer:______________________________________________
Name of Producer: _______________________ Herein after known as the Producer.
Address of producer____________________________________________________
Email of Producer_______________________________________________
I the Composer grant to you the Producer, for free, the exclusive license in respect of
the music titles as follows:
1._______________ 2. ______________ 3. ______________ 4.________________
5._______________ 6. ______________ 7. ______________ 8.________________
For use in the film title above, these music compositions were composed and recorded
by me to perform and synchronise the performance of the music and the recording
with and/or include the whole or any part of the Music or the recording of the film
and/or use the same in timed relation to the whole or any part of the film (including
trailers and teasers) and to exploit the Music and the recording which contained in the
film by any means and in any and all media throughout the world in perpetuity
(including but not limited to rental or lending of the same) subject only to any rights
in the music which have been assigned to the performing rights society limited.
I confirm that the music and recording are original to me and do not infringe the
copyright of any other right of any party and I am the sole absolute and
unencumbered owners of all the rights in the Music and Recording.
I confirm that I have the full power and authority to enter into and grant and perform
the license.
I confirm that no further payment shall be due to me or any third party from you or
successors assignees or licensees under license or in respect of the exploitation by you
or them of the film.
You undertake to use all reasonable endeavors to produce a credit for me on every
copy of the film in the form “music composed and recorded by
“_____________________” No casual or inadvertent breach by you or by any third
party of this clause shall constitute a breach by you of the terms of this agreement.
Nothing contained in this agreement shall constitute a joint venture or partnership
between the parties. This agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance
with the laws of England and Wales whose shall be courts of exclusive jurisdiction.
I confirm and agree the above and agree to be bound by it
Signed by the composer

Print name

___________________

____________________

Signed by the composer

Print name

___________________

____________________

